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Tested by Richard Newland for  
five months
The lock itself weighs 
3.6kg, boasts a 30mm 
hardened locking pin, 
measures 12.5cm by 

almost 9cm and would probably knock 
a brick out your wall if you threw it like 
a rugby ball. In addition, the 1.5m chain 
weighs another 12kg and uses 22mm 
thick links. All this macho metal and 
design cleverness conspire to gain the 
Diamond standard from Sold Secure – 
the highest ranking available. It’s heavy 
to manhandle and there’s no way you 
could conceive of using it as portable 
security, but considering most bikes 
are stolen from home, that’s no bad 
thing. Its sheer size can be an issue: if 
you’ve got spoked wheels, you may not 
be able to get the chain through, and 

even on some cast wheels it’s tricky. 
You can use the lock as a disc lock – but 
the 30mm pin is too big to pass through 
most brake disc apertures. And if you 
want to use it with a ground anchor, you 
may need to buy the bespoke Oxford 
unit to have enough clearance (£99.99). 
It’s an absolute mammoth, but if you 
can make it work for your needs, you’ll 
have the best protection you can buy.
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
www.oxfordproducts.com

FIVE 
MONTHS

The Beast can 
double as a 
very chunky 
disc lock

‘This thing is a Beast 
of epic proportions’ 

Tested by Simon Brown for one brake bleed
Squeeze… squeeze… squeeze… 
hold… open… close… repeat. After 
the long winter lockdown the rear 
caliper on my Ducati had lost its 
bite so a pre-MoT brake bleed was 

in order. It’s an easy and satisfying job you can do 
at home and a little gizmo like this makes it even 
more straightforward. Of course, you can just 
use a bit of clear aquarium style tubing and an old 
drinks bottle, but a dedicated device reduces the 
risk of spillage and at less than six quid it hardly 
breaks the bank. I got this one from my local 
Halfords while picking up a bottle of brake fluid. 
It’s nothing more complicated than a clear tube 
which runs into a container. Stick a ring spanner 
around the bleed nipple then push the tube over 
the nipple itself and watch for bubbles as you 
pump fluid through – not forgetting to keep the 
reservoir topped up from that freshly opened 
bottle of brake fluid. One useful tip is to keep 
some paper towel to hand so you can deal swiftly 
with any drips of corrosive brake fluid.
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.halfords.com

Oxford Beast £149.99 (and 1.5m chain £149.99)

Vizibleed brake/clutch 
bleeding kit £5.99

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Tested by Simon Relph  
for 10 months
I am always sceptical about 
things with the word ‘miracle’ in 
the name but I’m pleased to say 
I was wrong in this case. I dug 
out an old tank that had been 
sun-bleached and weathered 
over many years. I could see, 
as I rubbed the polish in using a 
cloth, that the paint was coming 
back to life. Then, after a light 
buff, the paint came up like new. 
It’s a miracle!
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.muc-off.com

Muc-off Miracle 
Shine £24.99

‘Got my rear brake 
sorted in no time’

Held eVest Zip & 
In&box, £350.84
Easy to set up and you’re 
even able to switch between 
road and track settings that 
are updated regularly. John 
Jess, Spencers Wood

Helite Turtle 2, 
£525
If I forget to detach myself 
the tug is enough to remind 
me I am still connected 
without it going off.  
Ross Miller, Essex

Alpinestars Tech-
Air Race Airbag, 
£999.99
They got an update last year 
and that really improved 
things for the road.  
Mark Fenton, Lancashire

Helite Custom 
Leather Air Vest, 
£625
Only downsides are it’s 
heavy and if the strap 
drops onto the exhaust, it’s 
fried. Phil Blake, Taunton

Ixon IX-Airbag U03, £379.99
I like that I can use this under my RST leathers and 
Alpinestars textiles. It’s quite weighty but when 
you have it on you don’t really notice it. 
Andy Taylor, Derbyshire

AIRBAG TECH

Got a product you want to shout about? Let us 
know via the #ride5000miles Facebook group

Tested by Mike Armitage for two 
months, 1000 miles
My very low faff tolerance 
means I can’t be doing with 
boots that have endless 
buckles, or jackets with 

very many switchable liners and triple-
zip closing. This craving for simplicity 

extends to rucksacks. Umpteen 
compartments, transparent 

phone pockets and other 
guff? Pah. Hence loving 
this Givi sack. Made from 
simple, light tarpaulin it has 

one compartment that holds 
18 litres – so it’s big enough for 

waterproofs, spare gloves and visor 
plus a generous packed lunch with room 
to spare. Two external pockets take 
care of easy-reach items. The roll-top 
makes it waterproof, the back panel is 
nicely padded, and with comfy straps 
and bugger-all weight or bulk it’s all-day 
comfy. Easy to wipe clean, too. Sixty-
odd notes looks pricey, but it’s robust: I 
had the previous version, and it was still 
serviceable after six years of every-
day use. This will doubtless be just as 
dependable. Shop around and you can 
get one for £50 or so.
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  
Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
www.givi.co.uk

‘Simple, spacious 
and waterproof’

1000 
MILES

Givi EA121 Travel-T 
rucksack £62.50

Zerofit Ultimate Heatrub 
£55 (top), £55 (trousers)

Rolltop simplicity  
and the bag is 
built to last

Tested by Emma Franklin for  
100 miles
The S-M8 is the slightly 
cheaper lid in A-stars’ 
new two-model MX line 
up, being £100 less than 

the range-topping M10, yet it doesn’t 
appear to be lacking. With a carbon-
Aramid composite shell, the M8 feels 
lightweight (my size tips the scales at 
1300g), and the removable anti-bac 
lining gives a comfortable-but-firm 
fit. The lining feels soft against your 
skin, not abrasive like other MX lids I’ve 

worn. Ventilation via the meshed vents 
(four brow, seven crown and five rear) is 
exceptional, meaning that even after a 
hard day spent enduro training I wasn’t 
a sweaty mess. 

Safety is further reinforced by the 
addition of a MIPS slip plane between 
the shell and the EPS, to help reduce 
rotational impact forces on the brain in 
an impact. It’s the first off-road lid I’ve 
worn that makes me feel as safe as I do 
when wearing a premium road helmet. 
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  
www.alpinestars.com 

‘As reassuring as a road lid’

100 
MILES

Tested by Martin Fitz-Gibbons for one  
month, 300 miles
The secret to staying warm starts 
with a good base layer – and these 
are the warmest I’ve used. 
Thick and meaty 
without being 

bulky, these thermal layers 
from Japanese firm Zerofit 
are slightly stretchy and very 
comfortable, yet warm enough 
that I’ve left my heated vest at 
home in recent weeks. They’re made primarily 
from acrylic and nylon, but they don’t feel itchy 
or scratchy. Which is crucial, because the point of 
the ultra-furry inner surface is that it’s claimed to 
generate heat as its fibres rub against your skin. 
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.zerofit.co.uk

‘Warmest I’ve tried’

300 
MILES

Alpinestars S-M8 helmet £399.99

+

PROS & CONS

Diamond standard Sold 
Secure protection 

Home use only, too 
chunky for some bikes–


